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* Bob Spencer is a freelance social scientist. His has more than 40 years of experience in community development, 
ranging from Vietnam to high security detention facilities in the U.S. Armando Geller is Research Assistant Professor  
in the Center for Social Complexity at George Mason University.
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uring a private interview1, several Afghan refugee women told about 
how during the civil war after the Soviets left, they often could not 
go to school for long periods of time. Four or more warlord factions 
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immediate neighborhood. 

They described how the anarchy continued until the Taliban eventually defeated 
all of the warring factions and began arbitrarily killing anyone that was not a 
��
�����������	��	�����
����������
�	��	��������������������������	��������	�
him and then left. The daughters never knew of any reason except that he was 
not a Taliban. Eventually, almost every business owner in their city and any li-
�
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	�� ���������� 	��������� ��������������!��
�	���"���� 	���� 	����
over the deserted businesses and used those business incomes to support the 
Taliban while they expanded their control. 

These warring factions followed by the Taliban’s uninhibited attempts to elimi-
nate any mindset or social structure other than their own caused a severe shock 
upon the Afghan social structure,2 and it caused a mutation and decimation of the 
social and political leadership.3

Nevertheless, after decades of war and the resulting destruction of social, eco-
nomic and political structures, Afghans have not lost their traditional skills that 
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that these skills lie dormant.
 
When Afghans do focus upon their traditional skills, political leaders demon-
strate abilities to recruit support; build alliances and coalitions; penetrate re-
mote areas and especially promote stability by adjudicating their rules of social 
conduct.$ Moreover, their skills are not a possession of a privileged few and

D

1 Bob Spencer, research interview with extended family of refugees in Charlottesville, Virginia, 2003.
2 Armando Geller, '��������
���&��(��
�����������	
��, Paper prepared for the International Studies Association Annual 
Conference, New York.
3 Olivier Roy, �������	
��"�)����*����#���
��&�����#����%����&���
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���	����'(($)�
4 Alfred Janata and Reihanoddin Hassas, Ghairatman – +�����
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$ Antonio Giustozzi, 0���	�	�����������"�����1�	�����2	�����3�������#�	
�����������	
����4565�$�4557, Working paper, 
Crisis States Research Centre, London School of Economics and Political Science, 2006; Alex Their, �����
�����������-
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���, United States Institute of Peace, public panel 
discussion, Washington, DC 29 July 2008.
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possess those skills.6

Even though many of Afghanistan’s current problems may appear to be extreme, 
the underlying causes of today’s violent factionalism and corruption are the same 
underlying causes that have existed for centuries; and, over the centuries of ex-
perience, communities have learned to manage or control the reasons behind the 
most serious ills that plague Afghanistan today.  

With the destruction of many social and economic structures that have nourished 
and implemented traditional skills, Afghans have fallen into the same traps that 
plague many subsistence peasant societies. In closed subsistence peasant com-
munities throughout the world, the members have developed a perception that 
one person’s gain inevitably takes away from all other community members.>  
Unless community members and leaders intensely focus upon preserving equi-
table distribution of available goods and opportunities, those communities will 
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his family’s security without regard to any other person’s well-being or their 
community’s well-being. 

Without implementing or using their traditional skills, Afghanistan will face 
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shifting alliances. On the other hand, Afghan traditional skills provide them with 
the capacity to build national integration, increase equitable wealth, and distrib-
ute more political power to the non-elites. 

Afghan Perceptions Have Established the “Rules of the Game”
 
By observing Afghan political and social behaviors, we can see a pattern that 
strongly suggests that Afghans perceive social and economic forces in much the 
same ways that the anthropologist, George Foster found in Mexico and Edward 
#������������
��^��	������	���8 Foster found that the peasants perceived the 
world as offering very limited opportunities and offering very limited “goods”. 
He called their outlook, “The Image of Limited Good”. 
6 Lynn Carter and Kerry Conner, ��,�����������2���	
���
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9���������������1�����, 1989; Ali Wardak, :����$�������
������'������	�����&��(��
�1�	���
��������������	
����;��-
���	�
�����0��������, UK, 2002, p. 4.
> George M. Foster, “Peasant Society and the Image of Limited Good”, �����������
��������	
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He introduces “The Image of Limited Good” by saying “the members of every 
society share a common cognitive orientation which is, in effect, an unverbal-
ized, implicit expression of their understanding of the “rules of the game” of 
living imposed upon them by their social, natural, and supernatural universes. A 
cognitive orientation provides the members of the society it characterizes with 
basic premises and sets of assumptions normally neither recognized nor ques-
tioned which structure and guide behavior in much the same way grammatical 
rules unrecognized by most people structure and guide their linguistic forms. All 
normative behavior of the members9 of a group is a function of their particular 
way of looking at their total environment, their unconscious acceptance of the 
“rules of the game” implicit in their cognitive orientation.”

Later, he explains, “The Image of Limited Good: if ‘Good’ exists in limited 
amounts which cannot be expanded, and if the system is closed, it follows that 
an individual or a family can improve a position only at the expense of others. 
Hence an apparent relative improvement in someone’s position with respect to 
any ‘Good’ is viewed as a threat to the entire community. Someone is being de-
spoiled, whether he sees it or not. And since there is often uncertainty as to who 
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not as a threat to an individual or a family alone, but as a threat to all individuals 
and families.”

��������	������	������������������	��������?��	���������	
����	��	�	����
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limited good” affect human interaction in Afghanistan. When Foster says that an 
individual or family can make gains only at the expense of others, he is talking 
about the foundation of why factions tend to compete and tend to exhibit a sense 
of being threatened by any other faction. In addition, since the “image of limited 
good” is oriented around the individual or family, it is understandable why fac-
tions are chain-link style arrangements that can form complex webs of individu-
als seeking to protect his own interest (at the expense of everyone else). Indi-
viduals are connected with each other to form groups of relationships and these 
groups are linked to each other via individuals. Thus, reactions by individuals 
can reverberate through the network causing groups to act. The social equivalent 
to this in Afghanistan is the “qawm”. “Qawm” are solidarity networks consisting 
of autonomous actors that provide identity and protection and that can be mobi-
lized to achieve a variety of aims.

9 Ibid., p. 294.
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Currently, Afghanistan has not yet reorganized itself to the point where they can 
implement their skill, knowledge and ability. Afghanistan is currently closer to 
6������`��#�������������
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concept about “the rules of the game”. Without intending to do so, he actually 
provides a follow-up to George Foster’s “image of limited good”.
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that members in a society of “amoral familists” will behave or perceive others 
to behave. His analysis coincides with how people in a harsh world of Foster’s 
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rial short-run advantage of the nuclear family; and assume that all others will do 
likewise.”10

For example, “amoral familism” means that the general population more or less 
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increased power. They use their government positions to increase their negotia-
ting positions within extensive national and international one-to-one linkages. 
The complex web of drug trading that includes warlords, the Taliban, Pakistani 
"�����������������	�����
����?���
���	��7��?����������������?���
����������
portion of the current Afghan economy.

The Impact of “Image of Limited Good” and “Amoral Familism” upon 
Village Development 

In Afghanistan, if a community wants to increase its wealth, it must also make 
one of its priorities to acquire political power. At the same time, if a community 
wants to acquire political power, it needs to make a priority to increase their as-
sets. 

In a world of perceived limited good, the predominant method of social organi-
zation is a top-down chain-link of pragmatic personal agreements with each in-
dividual making the best deal it can. Political patronage networks and political 

10�#������%'($@)��?�@=�
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parties typically work this way. So, peasants are at a natural disadvantage be-
cause they do not bring as much power, skills or much of value compared to the 
landlords. Thus, they seldom are able to increase their wealth or opportunities 
when dealing with a more powerful and wealthy patron. 

Therefore, donors and other development specialists have learned that one im-
portant way that the peasants or any other group at the bottom of the patronage 
chain-link is that the peasants need to acquire more assets if they are to accu-
mulate more bargaining power. The Ford Foundation, for example, states in its 
website: 
 

To empower people and strengthen their political voice, we need to 
help them gain access to the sources of power in any society. Typi-
cally, those include assets such as skills that are marketable, eco-
nomic resources, and social supports. This is essential if we are to 
make a difference.11

Building more assets can be a tricky undertaking where any success is per-
ceived as threat by all other community members. Foster would have, of course, 
thought quite a bit about that dilemma. He proposed a strategic approach to an-
swer directly the “rules of the game”. He says, “for the above-reasons, I believe 
most strongly that the primary task in development is not to attempt to create an 
achievement at the mother’s knee but to try to change the peasants’ view of his 
social and economic universe, away from an “image of limited good” toward 
that of expanding opportunity in an open system, so that he can feel safe in dis-
playing initiative.”12

Building assets can enable a community to bargain more effectively with strong-
men; or, building more assets can even enable a cluster of community members 
or most of a community to bypass the strongmen and establish their own lin-
�������
	��?������������	��	����������������������
��	
	�	
���������������
-
nesses inside or outside of Afghanistan.

Building individual assets is certainly a step in the right direction, but a vibrant 
community requires a strong base of economic health that buys and sells from 

11 Ford Foundation, 9���������		�
	�
��1������,����
������2�>�	
��� http://www.fordfound.org/pdfs/impact/ building_as-
sets.pdf
12�}��	����%'(_$)�?��'_�
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each other and possesses enough economic power that can translate into a po-
litical force just as feudal lords and, now, warlords are able to do. But, in their 
process of increasing wealth and power, they would struggle with the challenges 
of maintaining harmony as much as planning for greater expansion of assets. 
Across the globe, peasants are likely to express their feelings of tension when 
they say, “I am so tired!” or “This is so discouraging!” They are really talking 
about other community members seeing them as a threat and doing everything 
they can to knock down any initiative.13

Despite that social, political and economic culture, more often than not, potential 
or real competing groups or networks have more reasons to collaborate than to 
compete or suppress. In reality, the Afghan traditions of alliance building and the 
ever present reconciliation skills derived from traditional village judicial prac-
tices can serve to aggregate otherwise dispersed and factionalized human capital 
so that they can eventually accumulate enough political power and sources of 
wealth to protect and advance themselves in a hostile environment. 

Each individual’s or cluster’s steps to achieving goals and objectives inevitably 
overlap with other potentially competing strongmen or factions. Afghans are 
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those same skills to triumph in the business and political arenas. 

Counterinsurgency Implications 

Within the context of “the image of limited good” and “amoral familism”, an 
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trate and recruit within government organizations by making person to person 
deals and arrangements, but since they have the glue of ideology, they can re-
��
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ment institutions. In Afghanistan, the Taliban may face problems of factional di-
visions, but they do have their core of the faithful.14 Meanwhile the government 
attempts to conduct its business with more than 80 competing political parties 
and continually shifting alliances and sub-alliances among the warlords, drug 
traders and others; all of whom make personal arrangements with the Taliban. 

13 Bob Spencer, multiple personal conversations while performing development work in Southeast Asia and freelance 
interviews with refugees from various countries (1966-2006).
14 Giustozzi, (2008).
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Therefore and importantly, if a strategy of “winning hearts and minds”, or of re-
cruiting local participants to cross the line to government loyalty, then that stra-
tegy must take into account the intense competition between top-down patron-
age factions. If not, then, the complex intertwined nature of shifting and multiple 
factional alliances will override any effort to control a local community. 

The underlying reasons for adopting a “wining hearts and minds” counterinsur-
gency strategy is the expectation that such an effort will isolate the insurgents 
and undercut their base of political and economic support. However, “winning 
hearts and minds” contains the same problems that Michael Semple describes 
in his recent United States Institute of Peace publication, Reconciliation in Af-
ghanistan. He says: 

…the current insurgency is not monolithic but rather a loose associa-
tion of different commander networks that have some overlapping 
interests but that also have varying degrees of adherence to the lead-
ership of the Taliban movement.'$

He makes the point that these loose alliance networks make it almost impossible 
to do what he calls a “big bang” peace agreement with the insurgents.16 In other 
words, whether the government is trying to defeat “the insurgency” or trying to 
implement a reconciliation plan. Gaining political support in localities inevitably 
becomes a process of recruiting and continuously nurturing overlapping inter-
ests and then continually building a broader and broader network alliance. De-
veloping these kinds of plans is what keeps political personalities planning and 
talking until the early morning hours for many days of a year. Then, they repeat 
the process endlessly to preserve their alliances. 

Then, the question remains of how to conduct a process that would use the tra-
ditional Afghan skills to maintain equity of gain, and move towards greater to-
tal wealth and power. We can call it the “Expansion Approach to Community 
Change”. We can use the word “expansion” because a facilitator helps com-
munity members to use their traditional skills to expand opportunities instead of 
��
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will lose-out in direct proportion to that new prosperity.

'$ Michael Semple, 1���������
��������������	
��, (Washington, DC, United States Institute of Peace Press, 2009), p. 3.
16 Ibid., pp. 11-12.
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Even though Afghanistan’s politics are a complex web of multiple top-down 
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community members’ interests to bargain effectively with individuals or alli-
ances further up the chain of power and wealth. After that, they can continue to 
incrementally expand their alliance. 

An Outline of the Initial Process Between Community Members and Power 
Holders

1. Choose an outside mediator with no long-term self-interest in project out-
comes. All of the stakeholders need to be able to trust the mediator’s objectivity.
2. The mediator conducts a participatory assessment about perceived opportuni-
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	������	����������?�������
3. When aid or business resources are available, the mediator conducts conversa-
tions or training sessions to help the community and the power holders learn how 
to set objectives that represent perceived opportunities and priority desires. At 
this point, the mediator should be careful to keep each side separate; otherwise, 
the more powerful groups could dominate, and the poor would not likely be free 
to express their own values and goals.
4. The next stage enables each side to prioritize their objectives. They need to 
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toughest assignment.
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their objectives.
6. After each side develops their objectives, the mediator delivers each group’s 
objectives to the others.
>����������������?�����	��	�������	
����������	������	������
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actions back. The mediator helps each group see where their objectives compli-
ment or overlap the objectives developed by other side. In the world of politics, 
both sides will see how they need each other.
8. Once each side believes that they can develop their interests through the list 
of common objectives, the mediator then can bring all of the groups together for 
	������	�	
���	�����	���������?�	���
�?����	�	
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what.
9. After all sides begin to work on their goals, the mediator could begin to con-
duct participatory evaluations.
'����������
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networks that can join to build more power and wealth.
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Once the community members and the power holders form an alliance, they can 
then begin to incrementally recruit other allies that can add resources, assets and 
power to their abilities to gain more and more wealth and power. Here is a list 
of traditional skills that can at least start a thought process about how traditional 
capacities can build a nation.

Skills that can be Used to Manage the “Image of Limited Good” 

The traditional Afghan political and social management skills are the very po-
litical functions that can produce political stability and broad based economic 
development. Considering the intense nature of Afghan politics, no one would 
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1. Recruitment skills that have been learned by building networks (qawm) for 
mutual self-interest.'>
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stead of the western use of punishment, Afghan communities have a tradition of 
retribution or restorative justice in order to maintain harmony in the community 
and tribe.18

3. Consensus building skills - village councils and loya jirga conventions strive 
to reach a consensus in order to avoid the perception that any unequal distribu-
tion of power or goods takes directly away from all others. Equitable distribution 
is the underlying goal. Actually, loya jirga means “circle”.19

4. Interest articulation skills – In order to survive in Afghanistan’s brutal envi-
ronment, Afghans have become highly skilled and pragmatic deal makers; how-
ever, they primarily use those skills on a one-to one scale. 
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solving criminal acts as well as disputes.21

'> Armando Geller and Scott Moss, Growing Qawm: “An Evidence-Driven Declarative Model of Afghan Power Struc-
tures”, &��
�������,������'����������������	����&����.� �	
��	"���'��
���	���������:������, Volume: 11, Issue: 2 
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���	, Oxford Press, New York, NY 
(2004); David A. Petraeus and James N. Mattis, Counterinsurgency, Headquarters, Department of the Army, (2006); 
Barnett Rubin, “The Political Economy of War and Peace in Afghanistan”, ����-���	����
����, http://www.eurasianet.
org/resource/afghanistan/links/rubin99.shtml.
18 Ali Wardak, (2002).
19 Barnett R. Rubin, ����)������
�
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ond Edition, (New Haven, Connecticut, 2002 Yale University Press), p. 42; Carter and Conner, p. 10
20 Barth, (2004) pp. 104-126; Giustozzi (2006).
21 Barth (2004); Wardak (2003); Jennifer Brick, “The Political Economy of Customary Village Organizations in Rural 
Afghanistan”, presentation, ,���
�����-�������&����!����, Department of Political Science, University of Wisconsin-
Madison, (Fall 2008).


